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EXPLANATORY MEMORANDUM 
Regulation (EEC) No 2609/77 of the Council, of 21 November 1977, 
on the tariff treatment of certain products intended for use in 
I 
the construction, maintenance and repair of aircraft (1), provided 
for the total or partial suspension as the case may be, of the duties 
laid down in the Common Customs Tariff for a certain number of 
products intended : 
- either to be incorporated in the constructiou of aeroplanes of 
an unladen weight exceeding 15 000 kg, 
- or intended to be used for the purposes of maintenance or repair 
of aeroplanes of an unladen weight exceeding 15 000 kg, or of 
aeroplanes or helicopters of an unladen weight exceeding 2 000 kg 
but not exceeding 15 000 kg. 
These suspension measures expire on 31 December 1978, and it becomes 
necessary to define, taking into account the technical capabilities 
of the Community industries, the tariff treatment to be applied 
with effect from thDt date, to products imported from third countries 
both for the purposes of the construction of aircraft as well as 
their maintenance and repair. 
This then is the purpose of this draft Regulation which may be 
summarised as follows : 
The treatment laid down in Regulation (EEC) No 2609/77 applicable 
to the. construction, maintenance or repair of certain aeroplanes or 
helicopters shall be continued. 
However, the lists of products currently eligible for duty-free 
admission, whether included in Annex I (construction of aeroplanes 
of an unladen \veight exceeding 15 000 kg) in Annex II (maintenance 
and repair of aeroplanes of an unladen weight exceeding 15 000 kg)~ 
(l) OJ No L 305, 29 November 1977, p. 5. 
'· 
or in Annex Ill (maintenance and repair of aeroplances and 
helicopters of an unladen weight exceeding 2 000 kg, but not 
exceeding 15 000 kg), have been slightly modified to provide 
' for the addition of one or more products and types of aircraft 
as the case may be. 
2. 
In addition, to take account of progress made by the C0mmunity's 
aircraft equipment industry, the suspensions provided for with 
regard to certain products have been abolished so as to safeguard 
to the maximum the interest of the Community producers. 
With the rapid development of the Community aircraft industry, 
it is necessary to make provision for the constant adaptation of 
the various tariff measures in force .in this respect, at the 
same time bearing in mind the technical capabilities of that 
industry. 
To this end, this draft Regulation limits the application of the 
measures for admission duty-free or at reduced rates of duty 
which it prescribed, to a relatively short period (one year). 
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DRAFT 
COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) 
on the tariff treatment of certain products intended {or use in the construction, maintenance 
and repair of aircraft 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having rcg a-d to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, and in particular Article 28 
thereof, 
Havmg regard to the draft Regulation submitted by the 
Commission, 
Whereas Council Regulation (EEC) No 2609/77 of 21 
suspension of customs duties for the maintenance or 
rep.11r of aeroplanes of that kind constructed in the 
Community; whereas, provided that accounr is taken of 
the \urrent cap::~city of the Community mdustry, the 
arrangements should also be continued wherebv users 
of aircraft of an unladen weight excel·ding IS 000 kg 
con~tructed in thlf<.l countries or the previous con~truc­
tion of which m the Community ha~ required a consid-
erable quannty of products unported from tl11rd coun-
tries, may obtam supphes of products necessary for the 
maintenance or repair of such aircraft under suspension 
of Common Customs Tariff dunes; 
Whereas a l11nited number of prPducts which arc not 
available 111 the Communtty are also essenual for the 
maintenance or rep.1ir of certain types of aeropl.lne~ and 
helicopters of ::111 unladen weight exceeding 2 000 kg, 
but not exceediug 15 000 kg; whereas Commou Cus-
toms Tanff duties in respect of these prodncts shouid 
accnrdingly he su~pended; 
Novemberl~77 nn the tanff treatment of certain pro-
ducts intended for use in the construction, maintenance 
and repair of aircraft (1), provides for the total or par-
tial >u~pcnsion, a~ the c.:tsc may be, of the dutie~ laid 
down 111 the Common Customs Tanff for a certain 
number of products wh~~:h are intended to he either 
incorpor.lted in the construction of aeroplanes of an 
unladen weight exceeding 15 000 kg or used for the 
m.1intcnancc or repair of aeroplanes of an unladen 
weight exceeding 15 000 kg or for aeroplanes or 
helicopters of an unladen weight exceeding 2. 000 kg 
• but not exceeding 15 000 kg; 
Whereas provision should be made for the adaptation, 
in the light of advances 111 the technical capabilities of 
the Community aircraft mdustry and of Community 
aircraft eqmpment industries, of the arrangements to be 
made concerning the apphcation of the Cornmon Cus-
toms Tariff to products imported from third countries 
for use 111 the comtruction, maintenance or repair of 
aircraft; whereas such adaptation could involve a re-
view of arrangements 111 force at relatively short inter-
vals; wherea~ it is therefore necessary to limit the period 
of application of this Regulation to one year, 
• 
Whereas all these suspension measures will expire on 31 
December 1978; 
Whereas, havmg regard to the technical requirements 
associated with the design of aeroplanes currently con-
structed m the Community, su~pension measures dif-
. ferentiated accllrdmg to the type to which the aero-
planes under consideration belong should be maintained 
from l .Janu.uy 1979 in respect of products mtendcd for 
the construction of aeroplanes of an unladen weight 
exceeding 15 000 kg in order to take account, in each 
case, of the capabilities of the Community mdustry; 
\Vhereas, 111 view of the pnnciples laid down for suspen-
sion (1 i Common Customs Tariff duties m respect of 
certam product> intended for the construc.tton of aew-
pbnes of an unladen weight exceedin.o; 15 000. kg, it is 
necess,\ry to establish a list of products <>dmis>ible to 
( 1) Ol 0:"1 305, 29.11.1977 r p. 5 • 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
l. The Common Customs Tariff dutie~ on the pro-
ducts listed in Annex I ~hall be suspended to the levels 
iml!cated in column 3 thereof provided that the said 
produ. .. ts are intended to be incorpor.Hed, on the: condi-
tions to be determined b~r the cornpetc'nt <"!uthontics, m 
the construction of aeroplane:; of an nnladt.n ·.~.·eight 
exceeding IS 000 kg, as individually listed in column 4 
of the s.lid Annex. 
' Thb Article shall also apply_ to the same products 
intended for the manufacture, on the conditions to be 
determined by the competent authorities, of patts neces-
sary for the construction of the aircraft concerned. 
Article 2 
1. The Common Customs Tariff duties ·on the prod-
ucts listed in Annex Il shall he suspended to the level 
indicated in column 3 or 4 thereof, as the case may be, 
provtded that such products arc intended to be incor-
porated, on the conditions to be determined by the 
competent authorities, in the maintenance or repair of 
aeroplanes of a11 unladen weight exceeding 15 000 kg 
comprised in one or other of the categories specified in 
that Annex and, in respect of those in category B, m so 
far as the maintenance or repair rebtes to aeroplanes 
li~ted in column 5 of that Annex. 
2. However, in the case of products falling within 
heading No~ k-1.1.5, 85.22, 90.14, 90.28 and 90.29 of 
the Common Customs Tariff and indicated by a (1), 
paragraph 1 shall apply only where such products are 
intended for the maintenance or repair of aeroplanes of 
a type certtficated for the first time in a Member State 
of the Community before 1 January 1973 and either' 
constructed in the Community or imported and used at 
th.H d.ltt' on regular routes by airline companies of the 
Community. 
Article 3 
· 1. The Common Customs Tariff duties on the prod-
ucts listed in Annex Ill shall, provided that such prod-
ucts are intended to be incorporated, on the conditions 
to be deternuned by the competent authorities, in the· 
maintenance or repair of aeroplanes and helicopters of 
an unladen weight exceeding 2 000 kg but not exceed-
ing 15 000 kg, which are listed in column 4 or column 5 
of that Annex, as the case may be, be suspended to the 
levels indicated in column 3. 
2. However, in the case of products falling within 
headmg Nos 85.15, 90.28 and 90.29 of the Common 
Customs Tariff and indicated by a (1), paragraph 1 shall 
apply only where such products are intended for the 
maintenance or repair of aeroplanes and helicopters of a 
type certificated for the first time in a Member State of 
'the Community before 1 January 1973 and either con-
structed in the Community or imported and used at that 
date on regular routes by airline companies of the 
Community. 
Article 4 
For the purposes of Articles 2 (2) and 3 (2), 'type of 
aeroplane or helicopter' shall be taken to mean the 
prototype of that aeroplane or helicopter and versions 
derived directly from that prototype, except versions 
which differ fundamentally from the prototype. 
Article 5 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 January 
1979. 
It shall apply until 31 December 1979. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member States. 
Done at Brussels, 
For the Council 
The President 
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CCT 
headmg 
No 
38.19 
39.02 
ANNEX I 
Li~t of products in respect of which Common Customs Tariff Jutics arc totally or partially suspended 
where such products are intended to be incorporated in the e<>nstruclion of rur~:rafl of an unladen 
weight exceeding 15 000 kilograms 
Description of goods 
2 
Chemical produ<:ts and preparations of the ~:hcmical or 
allied industries (including those consisting of mixtures of 
natural products), not elsewhere specified or included; 
residual prodU<.ts of the ~:hemical or allied industries, not 
elsewhere specified or induded: 
ex P. Preparations known as 'liquids for hydraulic trans-
mission' (for example, hydraulic' brake fluids) not 
containing or containing less than 70% by weight 
of petroleum oils or oils obtained from bituminous 
minerals: 
- Based on silicate or phosphoric esters 
Polymerization and copolymerization products 1 (for 
example, polyethylene, polytetrahalothylenes, polyisobuty-
lene, polystyrene, polyvinyl chloride, polyvinyl acetate, 
polyvmyl ~:hloroacetate and other polyvinyl derivatives, 
polyacrylic and polymethacrylic derivatives, wumarone-
indene resins): 
C. Other: 
VI. Polystyrene and copolymers of styrene: 
ex b) In other forms: 
Acrylonitrilebutadiene styrene, in 
sheets specially designed for lining 
the internal walls of aeroplanes 
VII. Polyvinyl chloride: 
ex a) In one of the forms me~tioned in 
Note 3 (a) and (b) to this Chapter: 
Approved for aircraft construction, 
and in the fo~m of granules 
ex b) In other forms: 
In sheets specially designed for 
lining the internal walls of 
aeroplanes ...................... . 
ex VIII. Polyvmylidene chloride; copolymers . of 
vinylidene chloride with vinyl chloride: 
In. sheets specially designed for lining the 
internal walls of aeroplanes .............. . 
Rate 
of duty 
3 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
Aeroplanes concerned 
4 
All aeroplanes 
Airbus, F 28 
Airbus 
Airbus 
Airbus 
CCT 
head m~ 
i-to . 
39.02 
( COIIf'd) 
39.07 
62.05 
ex 70.08 
70.20 
73.18 
73.20 
73.40 
' ' . ,, ''·' 
Descnptoon of goods 
XIV. Other polymerization or copolymerization 
products: 
ex a) In one of the forms mentioned 10 
Note 3 (a) and (b) to this Chapter: 
- For cavity ftll10g · ............. _ .... . 
Articles of matenals of the kinds described 10 headmg 
Nos 39.01 to 39.06: 
E. Of other matenals: 
ex IV. Other: 
Flextble pipes of polytetrafluoroethylene for 
Other made 
hydrauhc or fuel circmts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 
up texttle arncles (including dress patterns): 
ex D. Other: 
- Passenger escape chutes 
Safety glass cons1st10g of toughened or laminated glass, 
shaped or not: 
Laminated glass panels of high temperature resistance, 
used for the cockpit visor ............................ . 
Glass fibre (including wool), yarns, fabrics, and articles 
made therefrom: 
ex A. Non-textile fibre and arttcles made therefrom: 
-. Superfine glass fibre of low moisture absorption 
capacity ........................... ·'· ....... . 
Tubes and pipes and blanks therefor, of iron {other than 
of cast iron) or steel, excluding high-pressure hydro-
electric conduits: 
ex C. Other: 
- Tubes for the hydraulic system of steel 21.6.9 
made to Deutsche Airbus standard DAN 
41/BMS 7185 ............................... . 
Tube and pipe fittings (for example, joints, elbows, 
unions and flanges), of iron or steel ...................... . 
Other articles of iron or steel: 
ex B. Other: 
Devices for stowmg and clamping freight .. : ..... . 
Ball bearings used in freight loading systems 
\\ "'"l~\, ''·'''· '""· .11\~;,., ~"·'\"'" '"''I ~'1'''""' ,,i 
..t~:-.~ .. ~~~na~\\\, .. lhu~\n\nun \\ \\\': 
- :>.:j\l.\1'(' .\\\!).\.oS •••••••••••••••••••••• , •••••••••••••••• 
Conical shapes for reinforcing lateral rudders 
Rate 
ofdut: 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0 ~{, 
0% 
... 
A eroplane• conCf'med 
4 
• 
Airbus 
Airbus, Concorde 
Airbus 
Concorde 
Airbus, F 28, Concorde • 
Airbus 
All aeroplanes 
Airbus 
Airbus 
F ~s 
Airbus 
• 
•• 
• 
• 
CCT. 
headmg 
No 
ex 76.03 
76.16 
81.04 
83.07 
84.08 
84.10 
:...:::-------"""~"'·"'===----------· .... --,~ ... .-er--=="'"==-==- . :zv;:r-::z:~....- --
. -~-----1---- --~ 
Ra•~ · 
Desc:riphon of goods----· _..:______ of duty I 
------ -------~----------
2 3 
Aeroplanes concemed 
~;c~~:::s e:~::~i::::~~s:~~:ri::li:, t~:_k_:_:_:_m_i_:-~-t~-i-~-ed_0_f_h: ~O 
010 laminanon for widths of 1 200 mm or more . . . . . . . . . . . . . " 
Other articles of aluminium: 
ex D. Other: 
'Quick change' apparatus for transforming 
passenger transport aeroplanes into goods 
transport aeroplanes and vice versa ............. . 
Other base metals, unwrought or wrought, and' articles 
thereof; cermets, unwrought or wrought, and articles 
thereof: 
K. Titanium: 
ex ll. Wrought: 
- Thin-walled tubes ready for use in ventilation 
and air-conditioning systems ............... . 
Lamps and lighting fittings, of base metal, and parts 
thereof, of base metal (excluding switches, electric lamp 
holders; electnc lamps for vehicles, electric battery or 
magneto lamps, and other articles falling within Chapter 
85 except heading No 85.22) .................... _. ....... . 
Other engines and motors: 
B. Gas turbines: 
ex ll. Other: 
- Developing a· power of more than 360 kW 
ex C. Other engines and motors: 
Pneumatic drive units for thrust reverser 
actuators 
Pumps (including motor pumps and turbo pumps) for 
liqu1ds, whether or not fmed with measuring devtces; 
liquid elevators of bucket, chain, screw, band and similar 
kinds: 
B. Other pumps: 
I 
ex I. Pumps having a pressure capacity of 20 bar or 
moTe: 
- Having a presst~re capacity of 200 bar or 
more 
ex IU. PartS: 
- Of pumps mentioned in B ex I above 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
F 28 
' F 28 
Airbus 
All aeroplanes 
Airbus, F 28 
, Concorde 
Airbus, F 28, SAC 1-11 
Airbus, F 28, BAC 1-11 
--;;-,,--- ,-----~ _____ · ___ .. 
- , f -~ Jl Rate I 1 he;{dmg 
No 
. I 
;..J;scnptwn o goo<~S I of duty ~Aemp.anes conc~med 
-=------~~=J---·------·----2 --------------~-3-==~-1 ----- 4 
84.11 
~X 84.12 
84.15 
84.17 
ex 84.21 
84.22 
Air pumps, varuum pumps and atr or gas compressors 
(includmg motor and turbo pump~ and compressors, 
and fr,·e-piston generators for gas turbmes); f').ns, 
blowers and the like: 
ex C. h:ms, biowers 'l~c' the hke: 
Fan and moto~ unit m iwusing for cabin tempe-
rature probes ..................... 1 .•••• • • •. • 
Atr-condttiOmng m.3chmes, self-contained, compnsing 
a motor-driven fall and elements for changing the 
temperature and ht~midtty of ::ltr: 
Air-conditionmg :nJchmcs, with or .vnhout 
refrigeration dem •nts, of a capacity exceeding 
5 000 kcallh ....................................... . 
Refrigerators and refrig~rattng equipment (electrical and 
other): 
ex B. Other: 
Refngerating equtpmcnt adapted to the 
atr-condttioring system ....................... . 
M<ichincry, plant and similar laboratory equipment, 
whether or not elecrncally heated, f(•f the treatment of 
materials by a process mvolving a change of temperature 
such as heating, cool..mg, roastmg, distillmg, rectifying, 
sterilizing, pasteurizing, steaming, drying, evaporating, 
vapourizing, rondensmg or cooling, not bemg machinery 
or plant of a kind used for domestic purposes; 
instantaneous or storage water heaters, non-electrical: 
ex C. Heat-exchange units: 
Of the constant speed drive (CSD) system 
Of the atr-conditioning system ................. . 
Mechanical appliances (whether or not 'hand operated) 
for proJecting, dispersing or spraying liquids or powders; 
fire extinguishers (charged or not); spray guns and simtlar 
appliances; steam or sand blasting machines and similar 
jet projecting machines: 
Built-in fire extingmshers for jet engines and auxiliary 
power units .....•.•................................ 
Built-in fire extinguishers for luggage holds 
Lifting, handling, loading or unloading machmery, 
telphers and conveyors (for example, lifts, hoists, winches, 
cranes, transporter cranes, jacks, pulley tackle, belt 
conveyors and teleferics), not being machinery falling 
within heading No 84.23: 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
Airbus 
Airbus 
F 28 
Airbus 
Airbus-----. 
Airbus, F 28 
Airbus 
• 
• 
------------------~ ..... _.;-..::.;;;:··;.;·.:.::·--:;.:..· ::.--~_..:.....:......:,·..!."-· ..... -IIJI----.... =======--=====-~---·--·- ~--·-----
•• 
• 
• 
CCT 
headmg 
No 
84.22 
(amt'd) 
84.59 
84.61 
ex 84.62 
ex 84.63 
Descnptmn of goods 
2 
ex D. Other: 
Ciamp jacks ..... , .......................... . 
Apparatus for fixing permanently m aeroplanes 
and used for loading, unloading and stowing 
freight ...................•..............•... 
Machinl"s and mechanical appliances, havmg individual 
functions, not falling within any other heading of this 
Chapter: 
ex E. Other: 
- Air humidifiers and dehumidifiers 
Windscreen w1pers ........................... . 
Hydraulic servo-motors ...................... . 
Hydropneumatic spherical batteries ............ . 
Pneumatic starters for jet engine~ .......... : ... . 
Toilet units specially designed for aeroplanes .... . 
Mechanical actuators for thrust reversers ........ . 
Taps, cocks, valves and similar appliances, for pipes, 
boiler shells, tanks, vats. and the like, including pressure 
reducing valves and thermostatically controlled valves: 
A. Pressure reducing valves 
ex B. Other: 
Isolating valves for thrust reversers ............... 
Valves used Ill air-conditionmg and cabin 
pressurization systems 
························· 
Valves used in the fire-control system 
············ 
Valves used in the water-circulation system ........ 
Ball, roller or needle roller bearings: 
- Bearings used in freight loading systems 
Transmission shafts, cranks, bearmg housings, plain shaft 
bearings, gears and gearing (including fnction gears and 
gear-boxes and other variable speed gears), flywheels, 
pulleys and pulley blocks, clntchcs and shaft couplings: 
Constant !;pecd dnve (CSD) apparatus ................. . 
Flex1ble dl'ive shafts made of a double mesh of steel 
wire connecting the pneumatic drive unit with 
the thrust rcver~er actuator .......................... . 
Rate 
of duty Aeroplanes concerned 
------1---·-------
3 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0%· 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
4 
Airbus 
Airbus 
Airbus, F 28 
F 28 
F 28 
Airbus, F 28. 
Airbus 
Airbus, Concorde, F 28 
Concorde 
F 28 
Concorde 
Airbus, F 28. 
Airbus, F 28 
.Airbus, F 28 
Airbus 
Airbus, F 28 
l Concorde 
! . 
--·----r------· 
I 
I 
~~ 
·-r-----,-
1 1\al< I CCT 
------t 
I ol duty 1 
---+-'- ---4 
i 2 
------+--
8.5.01 
85.1.5 
Ekctrical goods of the follo•Ning descnptions: generator~, 
motors, couvertcrs (rotary or static), transformers, 
rectifiers aud rectifying apparatus, inducrors: 
A. Generators, motors (wheather or not equtpped wnh 
speed reducmg, changing or step-up gear) and 
rotary conveners: 
ex !I. Other: 
Electncal actuators used m the air-conditio-
nmg system ' 
High speed alternators (exceeding 3 600 
r/min) ............................... . 
Electric motors w1th speed reducer for 
fre1ght loading systems ................. . 
500 watt, 28 volt d.c. motors used in 
freight-door opening systems ............ . 
Generators m the anti-skid control system 
incorporated in the landing gear ......... . 
ex B. Tran~formers, static converters, rectifiers and 
recttfying apparatus, mductors: 
Static converters of a power of 250 V I A, 
converting a direct current of 28 volt~ into 
an alternatmg current of 115 volts . , ........... . 
Rectifymg transformers with 
output of 100 amps at 28 volts 
ex C. -Parts: 
a direct current 
High speed alternators (exceeding 3 600 r/mtn) 
Electnc motors, wtth speed reducer for fretght 
loading systems ............................. . 
Generators in the anti-sktd 
incorporated in the landmg gear 
control system 
Other apparatus referred to in A and B above 
Radiotelegraphic, and radtotclephonic transmtsston and 
reccptton apparatus; radto-broadcasting and television 
transmtssion and reception apparatus (including 
receivers incorporating sound recorders or reproducers) 
and television cameras; rad1o navigational aid apparatus, 
radar apparatus and radio remote control apparatus: 
A. Radiotelegraphic and radiotelephomc transmtsston 
and reception apparatus; radio-broadcasting and 
television transmtsston and reception apparatus 
(includmg receivers incorporatmg sound recorders 
or reproducers) and television cameras: 
ex 11. Transmitter-receivers: 
HF transmitter-receiver apparatus 
J 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0%. 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
A :tropl.me• rnnremed •• 
Airbus 
Airbus, F 28 
Airbus 
F. 28 
F 28, Airbus, Concorde, 
SAC 1...;111 
F 28 
F 28 
A1rbus, F 28 
Airbus • 
F 28, Airbus, Concorde, BAC 1...;n 1 
F 28 
Airbus, Concorde, F 28, SAC 1-11 
• 
' .. ml am = 
t t¥ 
•• -.~l-----_--· ~~~:~--------~-;y-T--~~~=~----
No 2 ---. -·--~+-~+--.~· 
85.15 
(cont'd) 
85.17 
• 85.19 
93.24 
• 
ex B. Other apparatu~: 
- Meteorological all weather radar complying 
with standard ARlNC 564 .................... , 
VOR navigational receiver? complying with 
standard ARINC 547 0 r 5 9 .......... . 
ILS navigational receivers complying with 
standard ARJNC 547 or 578 ......... . 
RD-DRMl combined indicators for VOR and 
DME .................................. 1 •••• 
C. Parts: 
ex Ill. Other: 
VOR LOK aerials complying with 
standard ARINC 547 .................. . 
Aerial couplers for HF transmitter-
receivers ..............•....... , ..... , . 
Meteorological radar aerials comply-
ing with standard ARINC 564 .......... . 
Elcctnc sound or visual signalling appar.ltus (such as 
bell~. s1rens, indicator panels, burglar and fire alarms), 
other than those of heading No 85.09 or 85.16: 
W.trning apparatus for protection against fire ..... , ·'·, .. 
~mokc detectors ........................••........... 
Anti-collision flash lights , , , ...............•..•••....• 
Electrical apparatus for making and breaking electrical 
c1rcu1ts, for the protection of electrical circuit~, or for 
making connections to or in electrical circuits (for 
example, switches, relays, fuses, lightning arresters, surge 
suppressor~, plugs, lampholders and junction boxes); 
resistors, f1xed or variable ,(including potentiomercrs), 
other than heating resistors; printed circuits; SWitchboards 
{other than telephone swichboards) and control panels): 
ex A. Electrical apparatus for·· making and breaking 
electncal circuits, for the protection of electrical 
circuits or for making connections to or in 
electrical cm:uits: 
Switches used in the freight-loading, in auxiliary 
power unit and in emergem.)' lighung systems ..... 
Instruments and apparatus for measuring, checking or 
amomaticalfy controlling • the flow, depth, pressure or 
other variables of liquids or gases, or for automatically 
controllmg temperature ·(for example, pressure gauges, 
thermostJts, level gauges, flow meters, heat meters, 
automatic oven-dr,mght regulators), not being articles 
f.tlling withtn heading No 90.14: 
ex C. Other: 
Pneumatic regulators used in air-conditioning 
and cabin pressurization systems .......•....•.. , 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0 o;., 
0% 
0% 
0% 
Airbus, Concorde, Mercure, F 28 
F28, Airbus, Concorde, BAC 1-11 
F28, Airbus, Concorde, BAC 1-11 
Airbus , BAC 1-11 
F 28 , BA C 1-11 
Airbus, F 28, Concord~ BA C 1-11 
Airbus, F 28, Concorde, BAC 1-11 
Airbus, F 23 
Concorde, F 28 
All aeroplanes 
Airbus, F 28 
Airbus, 
lv 
h;.:;;~g --T/ ---------------------------------------------.--------.------------------------
No 
90.28 
90.29 
Descnpt"'n of goods 
2 
Electrical measuring, checking, analyzing or automatically 
controlling mstruments and apparatus: 
ex A. Electronic instruments and apparatus: 
- Terrestrial magnetic-field detector apparatus, by 
saturation of magnetic circuits (flux valve) ...... . 
' 
Atr-speed indicators and associated instruments 
Stall warning calculators ...................... . 
Apparatus for fuel consumption flow control 
Electronic regulators for atr-conditioning ........ . 
Inertial navigation equipment ................. . 
Electronic cont~ollers for thrust reversers .•....... 
Servo airspeed indicators with built-in maximum 
speed warning system ........................ . 
ex B. Other: 
- Indicator apparatus for pressure of fuel and 
jet-engine oil ......................•.......... 
- Otl contents gauge for jet-engine control 
- Speed indicator apparatus for air-speed 
indicators and jet-engine control 
- Temperature indicator apparatus for air-speed 
indtcators and jet-engine control ............... . 
- Electro-magnetic pressure indicators and 
associated modules, intended for control of the 
jet-engine air intake system ........•............ 
- Thrust reverser position indicators 
Parts or accessories suitable for use solely or principally 
with one or more of the articles falling within heading 
No 90.23, 90.24, 90.26, 90.27 or 90.28: 
ex A: Parts or accessories suitable for use solely or 
principally with the electronic instruments falling 
within subheadmg 90.28 A: 
- Of inertial navigation equipment ............... . 
Of electronic controllers for thrust reversers ..... . 
Of servo airspeed indicators with built-in 
maximum speed warning system .....•.......... 
- Of other instruments or apparatus falling within 
subheading 90.28 A included in this list ......•... 
Rate 
of duty 
3 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
•0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
Aeroplanes concerned 
4 
Airbus, F 28, Concorde 
Airbus, F 28 
Airbus, F 28 
Airbus, F 28 
Airbus, F 28 
Concorde 
Concorde 
Concorde 
Airbus, F 28 
Airbus, F 28 
Airbus, F 28 
Airbus, F 28 
Concorde 
Concorde 
Concorde 
Concorde 
Concorde 
Airbus, F 28 
•• 
• 
• 
______________________ _.._-------~--~--~---=--·-~-~--~~-~-------------------==----------------~-
•• 
• 
• 
---------.--------------------------------·- ------,-------------------
1 CCT 
heading 
No 
Description of goods Rate 
of duty Aeroplanes concerned 
------+------------------------------+-------1---------------'----
90.29 
(cant' d) 
92.11 
94.01 
2 
B. Other: 
ex II. Other: 
- Of instruments and apparatus falling 
within subheading 90.24 C of this 
list ................ .- ................. . 
- Of electro-magnetic pressure indicators 
and associated modules, intended for 
control of the jet-engine air i~take 
system ............ , ..............•.... 
- Of thrust reverser position indi-
cators ............................... . 
- Of other instruments '11nd apparatus 
fallmg within subheading 90.28 B 
of this list ............................ . 
Gramophones, dictating machines and other sound 
recorders and reproducers, including record-players and 
tape decks, With or without sound-heads; television image 
and sound recorders or reproducers: 
A. Sound recorders or reproducers: 
ex II. Sound reproducers: 
- Music reproducers and automatic announcers 
Chairs and other seats (other than those fallirig within 
heading No 94.02), whether or not convertible into beds; and 
parts thereof: 
ex B. Other: 
- Hydraulic positioning and locking actuators 
and associated controls (Hydroloks) ............ . 
3 4 
0% Airbus, 
0% Concorde 
0% Concorde 
0%' Airbus, F 28 
0% Concorde, Airbus, F 28 
0% All aeroplanes 
CCT 
headmg 
No 
38.19 
39.02 
ANNEX 11 
Tariff treatment applicable to certain products intended to be incorporated as a result of maintenance 
and repair in ac;oplanes of an unladen weight exceeding 15 000 kilograms 
Notr for the purpose of the following table: 
(a) c.ucgory A comprises aeroplanes of an unladen wetghr exceeding 15 000 kilograms other than those 
~pccificd under (b) below; 
(b) category B compnses aeroplanes of the following types: BAC 111, Siddeley Trident, Atrbus, 
Concorde, Mercure and F 28. 
Description of goods 
~ 
l' .. ·p.n.ttions ,,n,l ,·h,trg<'' for firl'·l'Xtingui,hl·rs; 
c·h.ugcJ hrl'·cxtmgui~hing grcn.ltks: 
- Preparattons and charges for fire extin-
guishers mentioned in heading No 84.21 of 
this list .................................. . 
Chemical products and preparations of ~he 
chemical or allied industries (including ·those 
consisting of mixtures of natural products), not 
el~ewhere spectfied or mcluded; residual pro-
ducts of the chemical or allied industries, not 
elsewhere specified or included: 
ex P. Preparations known as 'liquids for 
hydrauhc transmission' (for example, 
hydraulic brake fluids) not containing 
or containing less than 70 % by weight 
of petroleum oils or mls obtained from 
.bituminou!! minerals: 
- Based on Silicate or phosphoric esters 
Polymerization and copolymerization products 
(for example, polyethylene, polytetrahalo-
ethylenes, polyisobutylene, polystyrene, poly-
vinyl chloride, polyvinyl acetate, polyvinyl 
chloroacetate and other polyvmyl derivatives, 
polyacrylic and polymethacrylic derivatives, 
coumarone-indene resins): 
C. Other: 
I. Polyethylene: 
b) In other forms 
ex IV. Polypropylene, 
mentioned m 
to this Chapter 
in one of the forms 
Note 3 (c) and (d) 
Aeropl.mes Aeroplanes category B 
category A 
Rate of Rate 
duty of duty Aeroplanes concerned 
3 4 5 
0% 0% All aeroplanes 
0% 0% All aeroplanes 
0% 
0% 
•• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
·-.- -----.-----------------
CC'T 
headmg 
No 
39.02 
(cont'd) 
39.07 
Deacnption of goods 
Arroplancs 
calef(nry A 
Role of 
duty 
Rate 
of duty 
Aeroplanes r.ategory B 
I 
I 
Aeroplanes concPmed 
'2 
·--+-----t·------~--~. --------
3 4 .5 
VI. Polystyrene and copolymers of 
styrcne: 
ed b) In other forms: 
- Acrylonitrile butadiene 
styrcne, in sheets spe-
cially designed for lining 
the internal walls of 
aeroplanes ....... · ...... . 
VII. p,,]yvinyl chloride: 
ex a) In 1 one of the forms men-
tioned in Note 3 (a) and (b) 
to this Chapter: 
- Approved for aircraft 
construction, and in the 
form of granules ........ . 
ex b) In other forms: 
- In sheets specially design-
ed for lining the internal 
walls of aeroplanes ...... , .. 
Other 
ex VIII. Polyvinylidene 
of vinylidene 
chloride: 
chlo~ide, 
chloride 
copolymers 
with vinyl 
In sheets specially designed for 
lining the internal walls of 
aeroplanes .. , ................. . 
XIV. Other polymerization · or 
merization products: 
copoly-
"-' 
ex a) In one of the forms men-
tioned in Note 3 (a) and (b) 
to this Chapter: 
- For cavity filling ....••... 
0% 
0% 
b) In other forms . . . . • . • • . . . . . . . 0 % 
Articles of materials of the kinds described in 
heading Nos 39.01 to 39.06: 
E. Of other materials: 
ex IV. Other: 
- Articles for technical use and 
structuriJl components ........... . 
= Intended for the 
powerplant 
= Other 
0 % 
0 % 
-Flexible -pi-~~s--of polytetrafluor~-~ 
ethylene for hydraulic or fuel I 
circuits . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . I 
0% Airbus, F 18 
0% Airbus 
0% Airbus 
0% Airbus 
0% Airbus 
0 % Airbus, Mercure 
0% Airbus, Mercure, Concorde 
CCT 
headmg 
No 
40.11 
40.14 
62.05 
68.13 
68.14 
68.16 
ex 70.08 
·I_.· 
Description of goods 
Rubber tyres, tyre cases, interchangeable tyre 
treads, inner tubes and tyre flaps, for wheels 
of all kinds: 
ex B.' Other: 
- Tyres, for aircraft, of the following 
types: , 
15·00X 16-14 ply ................ . 
56·00 X 16-7-32 ply ............. . 
Other articles of unhardened vulcanized rubber: 
ex B. Other: 
- Articles for technical use 
Other made up textile articles (including dress 
patterns): 
ex D. Other: 
- Life-jackets 
- Passenger escape chutes ............. . 
Fabricated asbestos and articles thereof (for 
example, asbestos board, thread and fabric; 
asbestos clothmg asbestos jointing), reinforced 
or not, other than goods falling within heading 
No 68.14; mixtures with a basis of asbestos 
and mixtures with a basis of asbestos and 
magnesium carbonate, and articles of such 
mixtures: 
B. Articles·of asbestos: 
Ill. Other ................................ . 
Friction ·material (segments, discs, washers, 
stnps, sheets, plates, rolls and the like) of a 
kind suitable for brakes, for clutches or the like, 
w1th a basis of asbestos, other mineral 
substances or of cellulose, whether or not 
combined with textile or other materials .... · ..... 
( 
Articles of stone or of other mineral substances 
(including articles of peat), not elsewhere 
specified or included: 
ex B. Other: 
- Filters, washers and other articles of 
agglomerated carbon or of graphite .... 
Safety glass cons1stmg of toughened or lami-
nated glass, shaped or not: 
- Laminated glass panels of high temperature 
resistance, used for the cockpit visor ......... . 
Aeroplanes 
category A 
Rate of 
duty 
3 
0% 
'0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
Rate 
of duty 
4 
0 r. 
0% 
0 % 
0% 
• 
Aeroplanes category B 
Aeroplanes concerned 
5 
Airbus, Mercure 
Airbus 
• 
Airbus, Mercure 
' 
Concorde 
• 
•• 
• 
j) 
---C~;-r·--~---------------·--T:eropla!1es I Aeroplanes category B 
category A r------;-·---------------headmg Descript!On of good• Rate of Rate 
No duty • Aeroplanes concerned 
70.20 Glass fibre (mcluding wool), yarns, fabrics, and 
articles made therefrom: 
ex A. Non-textile fibre and articles made 
therefrom: 
- Superfine glass fibre of low moisture 
absorbtion capacity ............... , . 
ex 73.18 Tubes and p1pes and blanks therefor, of iron 
73.20 
ex 73.24 
ex 73.25 
73.32 
73.35 
(other than of cast iron), or steel, exclud,ing j high-pressure hydro-electric conduits of steel;· 
whether or not reinforced: 
ex C. Other: 
' - Tubes and pipes, ready for fitting; usa-
ble as hydraulic conduits for fuel-oil or 
lubricants 
Tubes for the hydraulic system of steel 
21.6.9 made to Deutsche Airbus stan-
dard DAN 41/BMS 7185 ........... . 
Tube and pipe fittings (for example, JOints, 
elbows, unions and flanges), of iron or steel ...... . 
Containers, of iron or steel, for compressed or 
hquified gas: 
- Containers intended for pressurization 
Stranded wire, cables, cordage, ropes, plaited 
bands, slings and the like, of iron or steel wire, 
but excluding insulated electric cables: 
- Steel cables for flight controls, ready for 
fitting ................................... . 
Bolts and nuts (including bolt ends and screw 
studs), whether or not threaded or tapped, and 
screws (including screw hooks and screw rings), 
of iron or steel; rivets, cotters, cotter-pins, 
washers and spring washers, 'of iron or steel: 
A. Not threaded or tapped 
B. Threaded or tapped: 
ex 11. Other: 
nuts (of the type 'Hi-lok') ........ . 
Other than self-locking bolts and I 
Sprmgs and leaves for springs, of iron or steel 
of duty 
-~------------------------
3 4 5 
0% Airbus, Mercure, F 28, Concorde 
0% 0 % Airbus, Mercure 
0% Airbus 
0% 0% All aeroplanes 
0% 
0% 
0% 0 % Airbus, Mercure 
0% 0 % Airbus, Mercure 
0% 0 % Airbus, Me-rcure 
CCT 
hcadmg 
No 
73.40 
ex 76.02 
ex 76.03 
ex 76.06 
76.07 
76.16 
Descriptoon or goods 
Other articles of iron or steel: 
I 
ex B. Other: 
- Collars, flanges and other devices for 
fixing, jointing, clamping or spacing 
- Devices for cargo stowage and 
clamping ......................... . 
- Ball bearings used m freight loadin~ 
systems ........................... . 
Wrought bars, rods, angles, shapes and' ~ections, 
of aluminium; aluminium wire: 
-Shapes 
number 
bearing a specific manufacture 
- Square angles ............................ . 
Conical 
rudders 
shapes for reinforcing lateral 
Wrought plates, sheets and' strip, of aluminium 
of a thickness exceeding 0·20 mm: 
Plates 
number 
bearing a specific manufacture 
Plates and ~heets of variable thickness 
obtained by lamination for widths of 1 200 
mm or more 
Tubes and pipes and blanks therefor, of 
aluminium; hollow bars of aluminium: 
- Tubes and pipes, ready for fitting, usable as 
hydraulic conduits or as conduits for fuel-oil 
or lubricants .......................•...... 
Tube and ptpe fittings (for example, joints, 
elbows, sockets and flanges), of aluminium ....... 
Other articles of alumimum: 
c. Natls, tacks, staples, hook-nails, spiked 
cramps, sptkes and the like; bolts, nuts, 
screws and similar articles; washers and 
spring washers: 
ex 11. Other: 
- Other than self-locking bolts 
and nuts (of the type 'Hi-lok') 
I 
V 
Aeroplanes 
category A 
Rate or 
duty 
3 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
Rate 
or duty 
4 
0 % 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
-
-
Aeroplanes category B 
Aeroplanes concerned 
5 
Airbus, Mercure 
Airbus 
Airbus 
F 28 
Airbus 
F 28 • 
-
I 
-
. 
• 
•• 
• 
mH 
.. z.,.rrn---·.~· --~·-~-·--~·-··--"-":.:.'"::..::"'::..:.o~--===·~e===-!:iill=====·:~~rwm't'o;u===-~-~-=~ .. :l:'=====;;,_..::. 
l{ 
CCTT headmg 
No 
Deocnplion of good• 
r A emplanes 
category A 
Rate of 
duty 
76.16 
(cont'd) 
81.04 
ex 83.02 
83.07 
ex 83.09 
ex 84.07 
2 
ex D. Other: 
Collars, flanges and other devices for 
fixing, jointing, clamping or spacing 
'Quick change' apparatus for tra,ns-
forming passenger transport · aero-
planes into goods transport aero-
planes and vice versa •..•.••......•.. 
Other base metals, unwrought or wrought, and 
articles thereof; cermets, unwrought or wrought, 
and articles thereof: 
K. Titanium: 
ex IL Wrought: 
- Thin-walled tubes ready for use in 
ventilation and air-conditioning 
systems ....................... . 
Bolts, nuts, screws, rivets and 
similar articles complying with 
US standards, other than self- ; 
locking bolts and nuts (of the 
type 'Hi-lok') ....•...•.......•.• 
Base metal fittings and mountings of a kind 
suitable for furniture, doors, staircases, windows, 
blinds, coachwork, saddlery, trunks, caskets and 
the like (Including automatic door closers); 
base metal hat-racks, hat-pegs, brackets and 
the like: 
Automatic door-closing devices and fittings 
and hinges of all kinds .................... . 
= Intended for the powerplant 
= Other •••••••••••••••••••• 
Lamps and lightmg fittings, of base metal, and 
parts thereof, of base metal (excluding switches, 
electric lamp holders, electric lamps for vehicles, 
electnc battery or magneto lamps, and other 
articles falling within Chapter 85 except 
heading No 85.22) ................... , ....... . 
Clasps, frames with clasps for handbags and 
the like, buckles, buckle-clasps, hooks, eyes, 
eyelets and the like, of base metal, of a kind 
commonly used for clothes, travel goods, 
handbags, or other textile or leather goods; 
tubular rivets and bifurcated rivets, of base 
metal; beads and spangles, of base metal: 
- Tubular rivets and bifurcated rivets 
Hydraulic engines and motors (including water 
wheels and water turbines): 
- Other hydraulic engines 
3 
0% 
0% 
0 % 
0 % 
0% 
0% 
0% 
Rate 
of duty 
4 
0% 
0% 
0 % 
0% 
Aeroplanes category B 
Aeroplanes concerned 
5 
F 28 
Airbus, Mercure 
Airbus, Mercure 
All aeroplanes 
CCi A~hlplan•• Aeroplant~ l:lltesory B category A 
headtng Descnption of goods Rate of Rate No duty of duty Aeroplanei concerned 
•• 
I ~ 3 4 5 
84.08 Other engines and motors: 
B: Gas turbines: 
Il. Other: 
- Developing a power of more than 
360kW 
··························· 
0% 0%- Airbus, Mercure, F 28 
- Other 
····························· 
0% - -
c. Other engines and motors: 
- Pneumatic drive units for thrust reverser I 
actuators •........... ~ ..........•.....• 0% 0% Concorde 
-Other ................................ 0"/o. 
- -
D. Parts: 
ex ll. Other: 
- Of gas turbines: 
- Developing a power of more 
' than 360 kW 0% 0% Airbus, Mercure, F 28 ................ 
- Developing a power of no 
more than 360 kW ........... 0% 
- -
- Of .other engines and motors 
referred to under C 
·············· 
0% 
' 
- -
84.10 Pumps (including motor pumps and turbo 
pumps) for liquids, whether or not fitted with 
measuring devices; liquid elevators of bucket, 
chain, screw, band and similar kinds: 
B. OthfCr pumps: 
ex I. Pumps having a pressure capacity of 
20 bar or more: 
.. 
- Having 'a pressure capacity of 
200 bar or more 
················· 
0% 0% Airbus, Mercure, F 28 , SAC 1 -11 
-
Other 
·························· 
·o% 0 % Airbus, Mer cure 
IL Other pumps ........................ 0% - -
III. Parts: 
-Of pumps mentioned in B I -
above: 
-Having a pressure capacity of 
200 bar or more 
············· 
0% 0% Airbus, Mercure, F 28 
-Other 
······················ 
0% 0 % Airbus,·Mercure 
- Of pumps mentioned in B II 
above 
·························· 
0% - -
84.11 Air pumps, vacuum pumps and a1r or gas 
compressol'9 {including motor and turbo pumps 
and compressors, and free-piston generators 
for gas turbines); fans, blowers and the like: 
A. Pumps and compressors: 
' 
• 
(9 
' 
•• ~- -~ 
CCT Aeroplanes Aeroplanes category B 
headmg Description of goods category A 
No Rate of Rate duty of duty Aeroplanes concerned 
I 2 3 4 5 
84.11 A. 11. Vacuum pumps creating a vacuum 
(cont'dJ better than 10•2 mbar; centrifugal or 
axial compressor~ giving a compres· 
SI Oil ratio of not less than 2 and a 
flow of more than 3 000 ml per 
minute; stationary reciprocating corn· 
. pressors of .a 'Weight exceeding 2 000 
' 
kg ................................ f)% - -
Ill. Other ............................. 0% - -
ex IV. Parts: 
- Of pumps and compressors refer· 
red to in ll ...................... 0% - -
-Of pumps and compressors refer· 
red to in Ill ..................... 0% - -
c. Fans, blowers and the like: 
- Fan and motor unit in housing for cabin 
temperature probes •••••••••• 0 ••••• ~ 0 0 •• 0% 0% Airbus, F 28 
-Other ................................ 0% 0% F 28 
ex 84.12 Ate-conditioning machines, self-contained, corn· 
prismg a motor-driven fan and elements for 
changing the temperature and humidity of air: 
- Air-conditioning machines, with or wtthout 
refrigeration elements, of a capacity. ex-
• 
ceeding 5 000 kcal/h ....................... - 0% Airbus, Mercure. 
I 84.15 Refrigerators and refrigerating equipment 
(electri~al and other): 
A. Evaporators and condensers, excluding 
those for domestic refrigerators· · .......... 0% - -
ex B. Other: 
- Refrigerating equipment adapted to 
the air-conditioning system ....... , ... 0% 0% F 28 
84.17 Machinery, plant and similar laboratory eqmp· 
I mcnt, whether or not electrically heated, for I the treatment of rnatcnals by a process involving a change of tcrrpcrature such as heating, 
cookmg, roasting, dt~tillmg, rectifying, stenli-
zmg, pastcun7.ing, stcammg, drying, cvapora-
tmg, vapounzmg, condcns111g 01 .:ooling, not 
hcmg macluncry or plant of a kind used for 
dome~ ne purpo~cs; instantaneous or storage 
water heaters, non-electncal: I 
c. Heat exchange units: 
I 
- Of the constant speed drive (CSD) I 
system I 0 0( 0 0/ Airbus, Mcrcure, F 28 ·····•••'•••••. ,,, ... , ........... 
I 
,o >0 
- Of the air-condltiomng sy~tem 
········· .. 
0% 0% hirbus. Mercure, F 28 
- Other .......... , ········· ..... , ...... 0% 0 % Airbus, ~1ercure 
I I I I 
I I I 
• 
CCT 
heading 
No 
84.18 
ex 84.21 
84.22 
ex 84.53 
84.55 
, I 
Descnpllon of goods 
2 
Centrifuges; ftltering and purifying machinery 
and apparatus (other than filter funnels, milk 
strainers and the like), for liquids or gases: 
C. Other: 
11. Machmery and apparatus (other than 
centrifuges) for flitcring or purifying 
liquids or gases ......................•. 
Mechanical appliances (whether oi: not hand 
operated) for projecting, dtspcrsing or spraying 
liquids or powders; fire extingui~hers (charged' 
or not); spray guns and similar apphances; 
steam or sand blasting machines and similar jet 
projectmg machines: 
- Bmlt-in fire extinguishers for Jet engmes and 
anxihary power umts .....•..........•..••. 
- Built-in fire extinguishers for luggage holds 
Ltfting, handling, loading or unloading machi-
nery, tclphers and conveyors (for example, lifts, 
hotsts, winches, cranes, transporter cranes, 
jacks, pulley tackle, belt conveyors and tele-
ferics), not being machinery falling within 
heading No 84.23: 
ex D. Other: 
- Clamp jacks 
- Other jacks 
- Apparatus for fixing permanently in 
aeroplanes and used for loading, 
unloading and stowing freight ....... . 
Automatic data processing machines and units 
thereof; magnetic or optical readers, machines 
for trans.:ribing data onto data media in coded 
form and machine~ for processing such data, 
not cl~cwhere ~pecified or included: 
- Computers forming part of the navigation 
instruments or apparatus of headmg No 
90.28, used exclusively to carry out the 
calculations appropriate to such instruments 
or apparatus ............................. . 
Parts and accessories (other than covers, 
carrying cases and the like) suitable for use 
solely or principally with machin~s of a kind 
falling within heading No 84.51, 84'.52, 84.53 
or 84.54: 
ex C. Other: 
- Parts and accessories for computers 
falling within heading No ex 84.53 
of this list .•.........•.. . 1 • •••••••••• 
Aeroplanes 
category A 
Rate of 
duty 
3 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
Rate 
of duty 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
Aeroplanes category B 
• Aeroplanes concerned 
5 
F28, Airbus, Mercure 
Airbus, Mercure, F 28 
Airbus 
Airbus, Mer,cure 
• Airbus, Mercure 
• 
en vnrwrr=-~ 
~,.:.• 
Descriphon of goods 
1
1 
-~~~ii;-~-1:----~-~--~-~---.,--~---~A~--e-_ro ___ p_l-an~-""-_-c_a_:_-:_g_o_ry_. B_-_N_-_·_- __ -_ 
Rate of Rate J duty of duty Aeroplanes concerned 
---------r---------------------------------··-
84.59 
84.61 
• 
84.62 
84.63 
• 
2 
Machine~ and mechanical appliances, having 
indtvadual functions, not falling within any 
other heading of this Chapter: 
ex E. Other: 
- Air humidtfiers and dehumidifiers 
Starter motors, propeller regulators 
(valves) and servo-mcchanisms ....... . 
Windscreen wipers ................. . 
Hydraulic servo-motors ............. . 
Hydropneumatic spherical batteries 
Pneumatic starters for jet engines ..... . 
- Toilet units specially designed for 
aeroplanes ........................ . 
Mechanical actuators for thrust re-
versers 
Taps, cocks, valves and sunilar apphances, for 
ptpcs, boiler shells, tanks, vats and the like, 
mcluding 'pressure reducing valves and thermo-
statically controlled valves: 
A. Pressure rcduang valves 
B. Other: 
3 
0% 
0%, 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
- bolating valves for thrust'reversers 0% 
Valves used in air-conditioning and 
cabin pressurization systems . . . . . . • • . . . . . 0 % 
Valves used in the fire-control system . . . . . ·o % 
- Valves used in the water-circulation 
system 
Other 
B.11l, roller or needle roller bearings: 
- lkanngs used m freight loading ~ystems 
- Other ..................... · .. · · • ·. · · · · · • · 
T ran~mi\sion shafts, cranks, hearing housings, 
plain ~haft he.uing~. gears and gearing (in-
dudtn~ friction gl'ars and gcar-hoxes and other 
'.llt.thk ~l'<Td ~<·.11'~\. tlvwhl·l·l~. pulkvs and 
pulky hlch "'· dutdw~ <llhl -.h.lfl .-ouplin~s: 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
4 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0 % 
5 
Airbus, Mercure, F 28 
F 28 
F 28 
Airbus, Mercure, F 28 
Airbus 
Airbus, Concorde, Mercure, F 28 
Concorde 
F 28 
Concorde 
Airbus, Mcrcurc, F 28 
Aarbus, Mercure, F 28 
Airbus, Mercure, F 28 
Airbus 
Airbus, Mercure 
CCT 
headmg 
No 
I 
84.63 
(co11t'd) 
84.64 
84.65 
85.01 
I DescriptiOfl of goods 
2 
Flexible drive shafts made of a double mesh of 
steel wire, connecting the pneumatic drive unit 
w1th the thrust reverser actuator ............ . 
Constant speed drive {CSD) apparatus ....... . 
-Other .................................... . 
Gaskets and similar joints of metal sheering 
combined with other material (for example, 
asbestos, felt and paperboard) or of laminated 
metal foil; sets or assortments of gaskets and 
similar joints, dissimilar m composition, for 
engines, ptpes, tubes .. and the like, put up in 
pouches, envelopes or similar packings ..••......• 
Machinery parts, not containing electrical 
connectors, insulators, coils, contacts or other 
electrical features and not falling within any 
other heading in this Chapter .................. . 
Electrical goods of the following descriptions: 
generators, motors, converters (rotary or static), 
transformers, rectifiers and rectifying apparatus, 
inductors: 
A. Generators, motors (whether or not equip-
ped with speed reducing, changing or step-
up gear) and rotary converters: 
I. Synchronous motors of an output of not 
more than 18 watts .................... . 
11. Other: 
- Electrical actuators used in the air-
conditiomng system ................ . 
~ High-speed alternators (exceeding 
3 600 r/min) ....................... . 
- Speed-reducing motors for the freight-
loading system .................... . 
- 28 volt d.c. electric motors of a power 
of 500 watts for controlling freight 
doors ............................ . 
- Generators for the anti-skid system 
incorporated in the landing gear .. : .. . 
-Other ............................... . 
B. Transformers, static converters, rectifiers 
and rectifying apparatus, inductors: 
- Static converters of a power of 250 VA, 
converting a direct current of 28 volts 
into an alternating current of 115 volts 
Aeroplanes 
category A 
Rate of 
duty 
3 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
Rate 
of duty 
4 
0% 
0% 
0 r. 
0 %. 
0% 
0% 
I 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
-
0% 
Aeroplanes category B 
Aeroplanes concerned 
5 
Concorde 
Airbus, Mercure, F f8 
Airbus, Mercure 
Airbus, Mercure 
Airbus, Mercure 
Airbus 
' 
Airbus, Mercure, F 28 
Airbus 
F 28 I 
F 28, Airbus, Mercure, Concorde, 
-
F 28 
/ 
•• 
• 
BAC 1-11 
CCT 
headmg 
No 
Descnption of goods 
Aeroplanes 
category A 
Rate of 
duty 
Rate 
of duty 
Aeroplanes category B 
Aeroplanes concerned 
---------+--------------------------------------+---~-------·---4------------------·------
• 
• 
85.01 
(cont'd) 
85.02 
85.08 
85.12 
ll5.J4 
2 
B. - Rectifying transformers with an output 
of 100 amps at 28 volts for the d.c. 
electric generating system ............... . 
Other 
C. Parts: 
- High speed alternators (exceeding 3 600 
r/min) ................................ . 
- Speed-reducing motors for the freight 
loading system ......... _ ............... . 
Generators for the anti-skid system 
incorporated in the landing gear ......... . 
Other apparatus referred to m A and B 
above 
Electro-magnets; permanent magnets and 
articles of special materials for permanent 
magnets, being blanks of such magnets; electro-
magnetic and permanent magnet chucks, 
champs, vices and simtlar work holders; electro-
magnetic clutches and couplings; electro-
magnetic brakes; clectro-magnettc lifting heads 
Electrical starting and ignition equipment for 
mternal combustion engines (including ignition 
magnetos, magneto-dynamos, ignition cods, 
starter motors, sparking plugs and glow plugs); 
generators (dynamos and alternators) and cut-
outs for use in conjunction with such engines 
Electric instantaneous or storage water heaters 
and tmmersion heaters; electric sot! heating 
apparatus and electric ·space heating apparatus; 
electnc hair dressing appliances (for example, 
hair dryers, hair curlers, curling tong heaters) 
and electric smoothing irons; electro-thermic 
domestic apphances; electric heating resistors, 
other than those of carbon: 
ex B. Electric soil heating apparatus and 
electric space heatmg apparatus: 
- For heating aircraft and wing sur-
faces, mounted on propeller aero-
planes ............................ . 
Mtcrophones and ~tands thcrcfor, loudspeakers; 
audio-frequency electric ampltficrs ............. . 
3 4 5 
0% 0% F 28 
0% 
0% I 0% Atrbus, Mercure, F 28 
0% 0% Airbus 
0% 0% Concorde, Airbus, Mercure, F 28, 
0% 0%. F 28 
0% 
0% 0 % Airbus, Mercure 
0% 
0% 
BAC 1-11 
ccr 
headmg 
No 
85.15 
Descnption of goods 
2 
Radiotdegraphic and radiotelephonic trans-
mission and reception apparatus; radio-broad-
casting and television transmission and reception 
apparatus (including receivers incorporating 
sound recorders or reproducers) and television 
cameras; radio navigational aid apparatus, 
radar apparatus and radio remote control 
apparatus: 
A. Radiotclegraphic and radiotelephonic 
transmission and reception apparatus; 
radio-broadcasting and television trans-
mission and reception apparatus (in-
cluding receivers incorporating sound 
recorders or reproducers) and television 
cameras: 
I. Transmitters 
ex 11. Transmitter-receivers: 
- HF transmitter-receivers ...... . 
Other transmitter-receivers 
excluding VHF radio communi-
cation transmitter-receivers 
complying with standard ARINC 
566A, on-board intercommunica-
tion systems complying 
with , standards ARINC 306 
and 412 .................. .. 
ex III. Receivers, whether or not com-
bined with a sound recorder or 
reprod1.1cer, excluding radio-broad-
ca~ting or television apparatus 
and receivers for selective calling 
equipment SELCAL complying with 
standards ARINC 531 and 596 .... 
ex B. Other apparatus: 
Meteorological all-weather radar 
complying with standard ARINC 564 
- VOR navigational receivers com-
plying with standard ARINC 547 0 S 79 
- ILS navigational receivers complying 
with standard ARINC 547 or 578 
RD-DRMI combined indicators for VOR 
and DME ......................... . 
Aeroplanes 
category A 
Rate of 
duty 
3 
\ -
0% 
0 o/o (1) 
0 o/o (1) 
0% 
0% (1) 
0 o/o (1) 
0%(1) 
I 
Rate 
of duty 
4 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
•• 
Aeroplanes category B 
Aeroplane~ concerned 
5 
' 
Airbus, Concorde, Mercure, F 28, BAC 1-11 
• 
Airbus, Concorde, Mercure, F 28, BAC 1-11 
F28 ,Airbus,Concorde, Mercure,BAC: 
F 28 ,Ai rbus,Concorde,Mercure,BAC 1· 
Airbus 
(1) To be chg1hle for !ioU'iP"OSion, the products m quo.tton must be mtcnded for the mamtenance or repair of aeroplanes of types cert&ficared for the f1nt nme in a Member State of 
the Commumry before 1 January 1973 and wh1ch have cathcr Men consrructcd m the Community or Imported and used at that date on regular routes by aulme companies of 
the C'ommumty. 
I ~ 
c rm'9'R , m 
_:_~:-c~- -r~·---··------=--·---···--·~-------,-A-·e-r-op-l~an_e_s....,..--------::,;:·-c-at_e_g_o_ry_B·-~--·-­
category A 
Rate or 
duty 
• 
headmg 
No 
85.!5 
(cant' d) 
• 
Descnphon or goods 
3 
ex B. - Orher, excluding radio altimeters 
complying With standard ARINC 552 A, and 552, 
DME interrogators complying with stan-
dard ARINC 568 and receivers for OME· 
GA radio navigation systems complying 
with standards ARINC 580 and 599 ... 
C. Parts of the goods o{ subheadings A and 
B above: 
ex 11. Parts of base metal, obtained by 
turning bars, angles, shapes, sections 
or wire, of solid section, the greatest 
diameter of which does not exceed 
25 mm: 
Of transmitters under A I above 
Of transmitter-receivers under 
A 11: 
Of HF transmitter-receivers 
0 f other transmt tter-recei vers 
Of receivers under A Ill above 
Of other apparatus under B: 
Of meteorological all-weather 
radar complying 'with stand-
ard ARINC 564 ......... . 
Of VOR navigational recei-
vers complymg with standard 
ARINC547 ............ .. 
Of ILS navigational receivers 
complying with standard 
0% 
0% (1) 
0% (I) 
0% 
ARlNC 547 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 % (I) 
Of RD-DRMI combined in-
dicators for VOR and DME 0 % (1) 
Other, excluding recetvcrs 
for OMEGA radio navi-
gation systems complying 
with standards ARINC 580 
and 599 ................ , 0 % (I) 
ex Ill. Other: 
VOR LOKaerialscomplying w'1th 
standard ARINC 547 . . . . . . . . . 0% 
Aerial couplers for HF trans-
mi tter-recei vers 
Meteorological radar aerials 
complying with standard ARINC 
564 
0% 
0% 
Rate 
or duty 
4 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
Aeroplartcs concerned 
Airbus, Concorde, Mercure_, F 28, SAC 1-11 
Airbus, Concorde, Mercure, F 28, BA C 1-11 
F2~Airbus,Concorde,Mercure,BAC 1-11 
F2~Airbus,Concorde,Mercure,BAC 1-11 
Airbus 
F 28 , BA C 1-11 
Airbus, Concorde, Mercure, F 28 , BA C 1-11 
Airbus, Concorde, Mercure; F 28 , BA C 1-11 
, 
1) To he drg1hlc for ..,u..,pcrNPn, the rmdtK1'i 111 quc.,twn muo;;t he 1ntcndcJ for thl· mamtcn.:u'k:C or repa1r of .leropi.H~~s of types t..crtdu ... uN for the frrst tunc '" .1 ~lcmbcr Stotte of 
the Cormnumty hdort• I J.nuury tc;)7.1 .mJ wlm.h h.tve etthcr hecn ~.:on.,trw.:t~ 111 thr Community ur 1mporrt..-d .md used J.t that d.Hl' on regular rourl'S hy .urllne ~.:ompames of 
thl' Commumty!' 
•• 
CCT 
headmg 
No 
85.15 
(cont'd) 
C. ex IlL 
Descnption of goods 
Other: 
- Of transmitters under A I 
above .................. . 
Of transmitter-receivers un-
der A II above: 
- Of HF tr.msmitter-
rcceivers ............ . 
Of other transmitter-
receivers 
Of receivers under A Ill 
above .................. . 
Of other appararus under B: 
- Of meteorological all-
weather radar complying 
with standard ARINC 
564 ................. . 
0 (' c J 
Aeroplanes 
category A 
Rate of 
duty 
3 
0% (1) 
0% 
0%(1) 
0%(1) 
0% 
Rate 
or duty 
4 
-
0% 
I 
-
-
0% 
Aeroplanes category B 
Aeroplanes concerned 
5 
-
Airbus, Concorde, Mercure, F 28 , BAC 1-11 
-
-
Airbus, Concorde, Mercure, F 28 , BAC 1-11 
, 
- Of VOR navigational re-
ceivers complymg with 
standard ARINC 54'599 0% (1). 0% F2~ Airbus,Concorde, Mercure,BAC 
85.17 
85.18 
• - Of ILS navigational re-
ceivers complying with 
standard ARINC 547 0 r 
578 
~ Of RD-DRMI combined 
indicators for VOR and 
DME ............... . 
- Other, excluding receivers 
for OMEGA radio navi-
gation systems complying 
with standards ARINC 
580 and 599 ......... , 
Electric sound or visual signalling appararus 
(such as bells, sirens, indicator panels, burglar 
and fire alarms), other than those of heading 
No 85.09 or 85.16: 
Warning apparatus for protection against 
fire ...........................•........... 
Smoke detectors .......................... . 
Ami-collision flash lights .................. . 
Other sound or visual electrical indicators ..... 
Electrical capacitors, fixed or variable ........... . 
0% (1) 
0%(1) 
0% (1) 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% F28f Airbus,Concorde, Mercure,B.L\C 
0% Airbus I 
' 
- -
0% Airbus, F 28 
0% Mercure, Concorde, F 28 
0% All aeroplanes 
0% F 28 
To be cllgtblc for ~uo;pc:n.,,on, the products an quc~twn mu-.r he mtcndcd for the mamrcnance ur rcpa1r nf aeroplanes of types ccniflcated for the first t1me m a Member State of 
the Commumty before 1 j,lnuary 1971 ancJ whu..h have either hccn cnn.,rruuL-d 10 the.: Community or imported and u~cd at that date on regular routes by ;:urhnc companu:s of 
the Communrty. 
.. 
•• 
• 
1-11 
1-11 
• 
• 
•• 
• 
• 
CCT 
headmg 
No 
85.19 
85.20 
85.21 
27 
Descnption of goods 
2 
Electrical apparatus for making and breaking 
electrical ctrcuits, for the protection of electncal 
circuits, or for making connections to or m 
electrical circuits (for example, swttches, relays, 
fuses, lightning arresters, surge suppressors, 
plugs, lampholders and junctiOn boxes); re-
sistors, fixed or variable (including potentio-
meters), other than heating resistors; printed 
circuits; switchboards (other than · telephone 
switchboards and control panels: 
A. Electrical apparatus for making and 
breaking electncal circUits, for the protection 
of electrical circuits or for makmg connec-
tions to or in electrical circuits: 
- Switches used in freight loading,' in· auxi-
liary power units and m emergency 
lighting systems ....................... . 
Other ................... , ........... . 
B. Resistors, fixed or variable (including poten-
tiometers), other than heating resistors ....... . 
C. Printed circuits ........................... . 
D. Switchboards and control panels •............ 
Electric filament lamps and 
lamps (including infra-red 
lamps); arc-lamps: 
electric discharge 
and ultra-violet 
A. Filament lamps for lighting 
ex B. Other: 
- Discharge lamps and tubes for light-
ing, including combined filament and 
discharge lamps and tubes ........... . 
Thermionic, cold cathode and photo-cathode 
valves and tubes (including vapour or gas-filled 
valves and tubes, cathode-ray tubes, television 
camera tubes and mercury arc rectifying valves 
and tubes); photocells; mounted piezo-electric 
crystals; dtodes, tranststors and similar semi-
conductor devices; ltght-emitting diodes; electronic 
mtcrocircuits; 
A. Valves and tubes 
B. Photocells, including photo-transistors ....•.•. 
C. Mounted piezo-electric crystals ............. . 
Aeroplanes 
category A 
Rate of 
duty 
3 
. 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0 Ol /0 
Rate 
of duty 
4 
0% 
0 % 
-
-
-
-, 
Aeroplane~ category B 
Aeroplan~ concerned 
5' 
Airbus, Mercure, F 28 
Airbus, Mer cure 
-
-
-
() (~ 
'<"' L (J 
CCT Aeroplanes Aeroplanes category B 
headmg Descnption of goods category A Rate of Rate No duty of duty Aeroplanes concerned 
I 2 3 4 5 
85.22 Electrical appliances and apparatus, having 
indtvidual functions, not fallmg within any 
other heading of this Chapter: 
ex C. Other: 
- Engine pressure indtcators ............ 0% (') 0 % Airbus, Mer cure 
I 
ex 85.23 Insulated (including enamc.:llcd or anodized) 
electric wire, cable, bars, strip and the like I (including coaxial cable), whether or not fitted 
with connectors: 
- Electric cables m the form of a harness, 
ready for fitting 
........ ················ ... 
0% 0 % Airbus, Mer cure 
-
85.28 Electrical parts of machinery and apparatUs, 
not being goods falling within any of the 
preceding headings of this Chapter 
·············· 
0% 
- -
90.08 Cinematographic cameras, projectors, sound 
recorders and sound reproducers but not 
including re- recorders or film editing apparatus; 
any combination of these articles: 
B. Projectors and sound reproducers, combined . 
or not ....................... ············· 0% - -
90.14 Surveying (including photogrammetrical sur-
veying), hydrographic, navigational, meteorolo-
gical, hydrological and geophys1cal instruments; 
compasses; rangcfmders: 
A. Compasses ••• ~ • 0 •• ! ••••••••••• 0 ••••••• 0% (') - -
ex B. Other: 
- Instruments and apparatus for air 
navigation ......................... 0%(1) 
- -
- Meteorological mstruments and 
rangefinders ........................ 0% (1) 
- -
ex 90.18 Mechano-therapy appliances; massage ap-
p.uatus; psychologtcal aptitude-testing ap-
paratus; artificial respiration, ozone therapy, 
oxygen therapy, aerosol therapy or sirrular 
apparatus; breathing appliances (including gas 
masks and similar respirators): 
- Oxygen masks; respiratory apparatus for 
the crew and passengers of aeroplanes ........ 0% - -
( 1;· To he chg•hle for o;uspcnsum, the products m qucsuon must be mtcndcd for the mamtenance or rcpa1r of aeroplanes of types certlfJCatcd for the first t1me 1n a Member Srate of 
the: Commumry hdorc 1 January 1973 and wh1ch h3vc cnher been ('Onstructed 1n the- Commumty or 1mporred and U!iiN at that date on regulo1r routes by a1rhne comparucs of 
rhc Communny. 
• 
• 
f 
• 
• 
., 
• 
• 
CCT 
headong 
No 
Descnption of goods 
AProplanes 
category A 
Rate of 
duty 
Rate 
of duty 
Aeroplanes category B 
Aeroplanes concerned 
---------r---------------------------------·-+--------r------,_ ____________________ __ 
90.24 
2 
Instrument~ and apparatus for measuring, 
checkmg or automatically controlling the flow, 
depth, pressure or other vanables of liquids or 
gases, or for automatically controlling 
temperature (for example, pressure gauges, 
thermostats, level gauges, flow meter~, heat 
meters, automatic oven-draught regulator~). not 
being articles falling within heading No 90.14: 
A. Pressure gauges (manometers) .............. . 
B. Thermostats 
C. Other: 
Pneumatic regulators used m air-condi-
tiomng and cabin pressurization 
systems .............................. . 
Other ............................... . 
90.28 1 Elc..:rrical mc.1suring, chcckmg, analyzing, or 
automatically controlling instruments and 
I 
I 
' 
I 
I 
apparatus: 
ex A. Electronic instruments and apparatu~: 
B. 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
Tcrrc~tnal magnetic-field detector 
apparatus, by saturation of magnetic 
ctrcuits (flux valve) ................. . 
Air-speed indicators and associated 
instruments ....................... . 
Stall warning calculators ............ . 
Apparatus for fuel consumption tlow 
control ........................... . 
Electronic regulators for atr condition-
ing ............................... . 
Inertial navigation equipment ........ . 
Electronic controllers for thrust 
reversers .......................... . 
Servo airspeed indicators with built-
in maximum speed warning system .... 
Other electronic instruments and 
apparatus except ground proximity 
warning systems 
...... ········· ..... 
Other: 
-
Indicator apparatu' for fud pressure 
and jet-engine od ................... 
- Oil contents gauge for Jet-engine con-
trol ............................... 
-
Speed indicator apparatus for air-
~peed incli~ators and Jet-engine control 
- Temperature mdtcator apparatu~ for 
air-speed indicators and Jet-cng111e 
control 
··············· ............. 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% (1) 
0% (1) 
.0%(1) 
0% (1) 
0% (1) 
0% (1) 
0% (1) 
0% (I) 
Q% (I) 
0% (1) 
0% (1) 
0% (I) 
I 
0% (1) 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
-
0 0/ 
'0 
1)% 
0 °/o 
0% 
Airbus, Mercure, F 28 
Airbus, Mercurc, F 28, Concorde 
Airbus, Mercure, F 28 
Airbus, Mercure, F 28 
Airbus, Mercure, F 28 
Airbus, Mercure, F 28 
Concorde 
Concorde 
Concorde 
-
Airbus, Mcrcure, F 28 
Airbus, Mercure, F 28 
Airbus, Mcrcure, F 28 
Airbus, Mercure, F ~8 
(') fu be ~::ILgJ!..,k for .,u,ren.,wn, the produc.t-. u1 quesuon must he nu~nded for the.· m:mncnan ... t• or rcpao~r of .tetopl:.'lne~ of types certtflcated t(•r the f1rst time in a Mcmhcr St.1tc of 
thL ( ommunn) hdorc 1 j,muary 1973 and whllh hJ'.e either hc.·en com.tructcd m the Commumt)' or lmportcJ J.ml used at rh;:u date on regular routes. b) .urltne compdPlC'i of 
the ( ommunuy . 
CCT 
headmg 
No 
1 
90.28 
(cont'd) 
90.29 
B. 
30 
DescriptiOn of goods 
2 
·- Electro-magnetic pressure indicators 
and associated modules, mtended for 
control of the jet-engine air intake 
sy~tcm ........................... . 
Thrust reverser position indicator ....• 
Other ..............•.............. 1 
Parts or accessories suitable for use solely or 
principally with one or more of the articles 
falling within heading No 90.23, 90.24, 90.26, 
90.27 or 90.28: 
ex A. Parts or accessories suitable for use 
solely or principally with the electronic 
instruments or apparatus falling within 
subheading 90.28 A: 
-For: 
- Terrestrial magnetic field 
apparatus, by saturatton 
netic ctrcuits (flux valve) 
detector 
of mag-
-· Air speed indicators and . associ-
ated instruments ...........•..... 
- Stall warning calculators ......... . 
- Apparatus for fuel consumption 
flow control ................... . 
- Electronic regulators for air-condi-
tionmg . · ....•.................•. 
Inertial navigation e9uipment 
Electronic controllers for thrust 
reversers ..... ~ ................ . 
- Servo airspeed indicators with built-
in maximum speed warning system . 
- Othe"r instruments or apparatus 
falling within subheading 90.28 A 
of this list ............•......... 
B. Other: 
- For pneumatic regulators used in air-
conditioning and cabin pressurization 
systems falling within subheading 
90.24 c .......................... . 
Other apparatus and instruments 
fallmg w1thtn subheadmg 90.24 C ..... 
Aeroplanes 
category A 
Aeroplanes category B 
Rate of Rate duty of duty Aeroplanes concerned 
3 4 5 
0% (I) 0% Concorde 
0%(1) 0% Concorde 
0%(1) 
-
-
. 
0%{1) 0% Airbus, Mercure, F 28 
0% (') 0% Airbus, Mercure, F 28 
0% (1) 0% Airbus, Mercure, F 28 
0% (1) 0% Airbus, Mercure, F 28 
0%(') 0% Airbus, Mercure, F 28 
0% (1) 0% Concorde 
0% (') 0% Concorde 
0% (1) 0% Concorde 
0% (1) 
- -
0% Airbus, Mercure, F 28 
I 
( 1) To he cltgthlc for suspcns10n, the produas m qu~t10n must be amended for the mountcnam:c or repa1r of aeroplanes of ~pes ccntficated for the f1rst time 10 a Member State of 
the Commumty before 1 JalliJary 1973 and whteh have ctthcr been constructed m the Community or rmponecl and used at that date on regular routes by a1rhne compagmes of 
the Commumry, .... - . 
• 
~ 
• 
• 
•• 
• 
• 
CCT 
headmg 
No 
1 
90.29 
(cont'd) 
·~I /lr, 
91.11 
92.11 
B. 
31 
Description of goods 
2 
For: 
- Indicator apparatus for pressure of 
fuel and jet-engine oil ..........•. 
- Oil contents gauge for jet-engine 
control ...•............•........ 
Speed indicator apparatus for air-
speed indicators and jet-engine 
control ........................ . 
- Temperature 
for air-speed 
engine control 
indicator apparatus 
indicators and jet-
- Electro-magnetic prcs~urc indi-
cJt<1n and a~~<KJat .. d m<~duks, 
'"'' ,,.j,.j 1111 '''''"''' ,f llw jrl l'lll~illt "" Jlll,,k<: c;y<;f{'Jrl • j ,,,,, ••• 
-
Thru~t rcvcr~cr po~ition indica-
tors 
··························· 
-
Other apparatus falling within 
subheading 'Xl.28 B 
·············· 
'"'''' 
~\I'll• IH·o Wit!, 'lutl·. 
"' 
w,,,,,, IIIIIV!'IIII'ilf 
(1111 llldiiiJ.\ ~l'lOIIdotty ttHIVCIIIl'tll) or Wtlh 
~ynd1ronous motor: 
-Clock movements used in automatic systems 
' 
Other dock and watch parts: 
ex F. Other: 
-
Of apparatus included in heading 
No ex 91.06 of this list ............... 
Gramophones, dictating machines and other 
sound recorders or reproducers, including 
ll'cor.l-pl..wers ami tape decks, with or without 
'•'1111•\ \11',\1\,; 11'\.>\'1\Hll\ il11.11>1' .111\i Ml\11\11 
lt'u H ,\t-, ~ \ll' l'l.'\ll'lt\\1, <'I~: 
A. Sound recorders or reproducers: 
ex 11. Sound reproducers: 
- Music reproducers and automatic 
announcers ..................... . 
I Aeroplanes 
category A 
Rate of 
duty 
3 
0% (1) 
0% (1) 
0 ~/o (1) 
0% (1) 
I) 'Y,, (I I 
0% (1) 
0% (1) 
0% 
0% 
0% 
Rate 
of duty 
4 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
-
-
-
'0% 
Aeroplanes ~ategory B 
Aeroplanes concerned 
Airbus, Mercure, F 28 
Airbus, Mercure, F 28 
Airbus, Mercure, F 28 
Airbus, Mercure, F 28 
Conwrdc 
Concorde 
-
-
I 
-
Airbus, Mcrcure, Concorde, F 28 
(1) lo hl l hg1hll' t1)r '>ll'>fX-'Il'lon. thl· pnx.im.t' 1n l]Ul''tton muo,t hl' IIHl'ndl'd for thl' m.ltntl'll.liKC' or rl'p.ur ot .lc.."ropl.ml'3- or hdH .. opter., of t)pc..·~ u..·rnflc...ltc..·d for the f1rst time In a ~kmhlr "!l.lll' ''t thl' ( ,,mmumty hdon· I j.1m1.1ry 1()7 ~ ,1nd wh11..h h.wt' hc..·•:nc!thl•r ~..nn"'tnKtc.."tlln tht.· Commut11ty er importt..·c..i .md U!»cd ,lt th.lt d.uc..· un rl'gui.Ir roures hy .\IT· 
Ink. c..omp.nm·-. o! tlw { onlnllllllty . 
CCT 
headmg 
No 
ex 92.13 
94.01 
32 
Descnption of goods 
Other parts and accessories of apparatus falling 
within heading No 92.11: 
- Cockpit voice-recorders of subheading 92.11 
A I ·································o···· 
Music reproducers and automatic announcers 
referred ro in subheading 92oll A 11 of this . 
list 0 0 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Chairs and other seats (other than those. falling 
within heading No 94.02), whether or not 
convertible into beds, and parts thereof: 
ex A. Specially designed for aircraft: 
- Specially designed seats for the crew 
- Parts of seats specially designed for 
the crew ...................... 0 •••• 
ex B. Other: 
- Hydraulic positioning and locking 
actuators and associated controls 
(Hydroloks) ....................... . 
\ 
Aeroplanes 
category A 
Rate of 
duty 
3 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
Rate 
of duty 
4 
0% 
0% 
0% 
•• Aeroplanes category B 
Aeroplanes concerned 
5 
Airbus, Mercure, Concorde, F 28 
t 
Airbus, Mercure, Concorde, F 28 
All aeroplanes 
• 
• 
... 
• 
..... 
., 
• 
• 
CCT 
headmg 
No 
38.19 
73.20 
83.07 
84.10 
84.61 
l'X l\4,6J 
ANNEX Ill 
List of products in respect of which Common Customs Tariff duties are totally or partially suspended 
where such products are intended to be incorporated in the maintenance and repair of aeroplanes and 
helicoptets of an unladen weight exceeding 2 000 kilograms but not exceeding 15 000 kilograms 
Aircraft concerned 
Description of goods 
Chemical products and preparations of the ·chemical 
or allied industries (including those consisting of mixtures 
of natural products), not elsewhere specified or included; 
residual products of the chemical or alhed indu~tries, not 
elsewhere specified or mcluded: 
ex P. Preparations known as 'liquids for hydraulic trans-
mission' (for example, hydraulic brake fluids) not 
containing or contammg less th<1n 70% by weight of 
petroleum oils or oils obtained from bituminous 
minerals: 
- Based on silicate and phosphoric esters ......•...•.. 
Tube and pipe fittings (for example, joints, elbows, unions 
and flanges) of iron or steel ................................ . 
Lamps and lighting fittings, of base metal, and parts thereof, 
of base metal (excluding switches, electric lamp holders, 
electric lamps for vehicles, electric battery or magneto 
lamps, and other articles falling withm Chapter 85 except 
heading No 85.22) ........................................ . 
Pumps (including motor pumps and turbo pumps) for 
liquids, whether or not fitted with measuring devices; liquid 
elevators of bucket, chain, screw, band and similar kinds: 
I 
B. Other pumps: 
II. Other 
ex Ill. Parts of pumps referred to under subheading 
B II ................. · · · · · · · · · · · · · ··· · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
Taps, cocks, valves, and similar appliances, for pipes, boiler 
shells, tanks, vats and the like, including pressure reducing 
valves and thermostatically controlled valves: 
A. Pressure reducing valves 
ex B. Other: 
- Valves used m .1ir-conditioning and cabin pressnr-
1/,\tlon systt'1\\S ............... , .....•..•.•..•..... 
l'r.tnsmis~ion sh.1its, cr.1nb, bc.mng hou~mgs, plain sluft 
bc.mngs, gc.1rs and ge.mng (including friction gears and 
ge.1r-boxcs and other v.uiable ~p<!ed gears), t1ywhcels, pulleys 
and pulley blocks, clutches and shaft couplings: 
- Constant speed drive (CSD) apparatus . , .................. . 
Rate 
of duty 
3 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
Aeroplanes 
4 
All 
aeroplanes 
All 
aeroplanes 
All 
aeroplanes 
F 27 
F 27 
I 
All 
aeroplanes 
F 27 
• VFW614 
Helicopten 
5 
All 
helicopters 
All 
helicopters 
All 
helicopters 
All 
helicopters 
ccr 
headmg 
No 
85.01 
85.15 
Description of goods 
Electrical goods of the following descriptions: generators, 
motors, converters (rotary or static), transformers, rectifiers 
and rectifying apparatus, inductors: 
ex B. Transformers, static converters, rectifiers and recti-
fying apparatus, inductors: 
- Rectifying transformers with an output, of 1 00 amps 
at 28 volts for the d.c. electric generating system 
ex C. Parts: 
- Of d. c. generators of a power of 10·5 kW 
- Of rotary converters of a.c. 115 V, 400 Hz, of a 
power of 250 VA or 1 800 VA ................... . 
- Of a.c. generators, 120/208 V, of a power of 
15 kVA ....................................... . 
- Of electric actuators for control of auxiliary 
flaps and ailerons ............................... . 
- Of static converters of a. c. 115 V, 400 Hz,. of a 
power of 250 VA or 700 VA ..................... . 
Radiotelegraphic and radiotelephonic transmtsswn and 
reception apparatus; radio-broadcasting and television trans-
missiOn and reception apparatus (including rccctvers incor-
porating sound recorders or reproducers) and television 
cameras; radio navigational aid apparatus, radar apparatus , 
and radio remote control apparatus: • 
A. Radiotelegraphic and r.Jdiotelcphonic transmtsston and 
reception apparatus; radio-broadcasting and television 
transmission and reception apparatus (including receivers 
incorporating sound recorders or reproducers) and tele-
vision cameras: 
ex ll. Transmitter-receivers excluding VHF radio commu-
nication transmitter-receivers complying with stan-
dard ARINC 566 A, and on-board inter-communi-
cations systems complying with standards ARINC 
306and412 ................................ . 
ex Ill. Receivers, wether or not combined with a sound 
recorder or reproducer, excluding radio-broadcast-
ing or television apparatus and receivers for selec-
tive calling equipment SELCAL complying with 
standards ARINC 531 and 596 ................ . 
• 
Rate 
ofdu!y 
3 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
A ncraft concerne-d 
Aeroplanes 
4 
VFW614 
F 27 
F 27 
F27 
F27 
F27 
All 
aeroplanes 
All 
aeroplanes 
Helicopten 
5 
All 
helicopters 
All 
helicopters 
( 1) lobe ell~, hie for o;,u~pc0510n, the products an qumson must be mtended for the maintenance or repau of aeroplanes oc helicopters of types ccnificated for the fir,t time in a 
~1cmher St.1te of the Commumty before 1 January 19.73 and whach have been c1ther construacd tn the Commuruty or amported and used at that date on regular routes by atr· 
hnc compamcs of tht Community. 
• 
. 
• 
~ 
35 
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CCT 
hPadmg Description of goods 
No 
1 
85.15 ex B. 
(co11t'd) 
/and 552, 
Rate 
of duty 
A 1rcraft concerned 
Aeroplanes Helicopte~ 
4 .; 
,.....,. 
Other apparatus with the exception of /adioaltimeters 
complying with standard ARINC 552 A, DME interro-
gators complying with standard ARINC 568 and receivers 
for OMEGA radio naviganon systems complying with 
standards ARINC 580 and 599 ...................... . All 
aeroplanes 
All 
helicopters 
• 
• 
90.14 
90.24 
90.28 
C. Parts: 
I 
ex II. Parts of base metal, obtained by turping bars, 
angles, shapes, sectwns of wire, of solid section, 
the greatest d1ameter 9f which does not exceed 
25 mm, excluding parts for receivers for OMEGA 
radio navigation systems complying with standards 
ARINC 580 and 599 ........................ . 
ex Ill. Other, excludmg parts for receivers for OMEGA 
radio navigation systems complying with standards 
ARINC 580 and 599 ........................ . 
Surveying (includmg photogrammetrical surveying), hydro-
graphic, navigational, metereological, hydrological and 
geophysical instruments; compasses; rangefinders: 
ex B. Other: 
Parts: 
- For cabin altimeter and differential pressure 
gauge ...................................... . 
For cabin rate of climb indicator ............... . 
Instruments and apparatus for measuring, checking or 
automatically controllmg the flow, depth, pressure or other 
variables of hqlllds or gases, or for automatically controlling 
temperature (for example, pressure gauges, thermostats, level 
gauges, flow meters, heat meters, automatic oven-draught 
regulators), not being articles falling within headmg No 
90.14: 
ex C. Other: 
- Pneumatic regulators used m air-conditioning and 
cabin pressurization systems ...................... . 
Electrical measuring, checking, analyzmg or automatically 
controlling mstruments and apparatus: 
ex A. Electronic instruments and apparatus: 
- Terrestrial magnetic-field detector apparatus, by 
saturation of magnetic circuits (flux valve) ... 1' • ••••• 
0% 
0% 
,O% 
All 
aeroplanes 
All 
aeroplanes 
F 27 
F 27 
F 27 
All 
aeroplanes 
All 
helicopters 
All 
helicopters 
All 
helicopters 
(11 To ht dn.:Jblc.. t1•r '>l~\;>t-mr 1 m, rhc products m que~tJon mu\t be uncndcd for the mamrenance or repa1r of aeroplane~ or hehcopren. of types cernf1catcd for the first ume m a 
1-.h:mha ~rJtl ot tLe < ,,: ... murllt}' ~t>fore I January 197.3 .1nd wh1ch hJ.ve been eJther constructed tn rh1: Communny or 1mported and used at that date on regular routes by a1r· 
hoc compJme~ u: rhc ( ommun1ty . 
ccr 
headmg 
No 
Description of goods 
2 
Rate 
of duty 
3 
A ucraft concerned 
Aeroplanes Hehcopters 
4 .s 
---------+--------------------------------------------~~----~--------~r---------
90.28 
(cont'd) 
90.29 
94.01 
ex A. - Electronic regulators for air-conditioning 
- Fuel gauges ..................................... . 
- Electronic timers used in de .. icing systems .......... . 
ex B. Other: 
- Pressure transmitters used in air-conditioning and 
cabin pressunzation systems ...................... . 
- Double pressure mdicators used in air-condttioning 
and cabin pressurization systellls .................. . 
Parts or accessories suitable for use solely or principally 
with one or more of the articles falling within heading No 
90.23, 90.24, 90.26, 90.27 or 90.28: 
ex A. Parts or accessories ~uitable for use solely or princi-
pally with the electronic instruments or apparatus 
falling within subheading 90.28 A: 
- Of fuel gauges .................................. . 
Of electronic timers used in de-icing systems ........ . 
Of other transitorized volt~ge regulators ........... . 
Of other instruments or apparatus of subheading 
90.28 A included in this list ..........•..•......•.. 
ex B. Other: 
- Of transducers used in the stall warning system 
- Of instruments or apparatus falling within subheading 
90.28 B included in thts list ...................... . 
Chairs and other seats (other than those falling within heading 
No 94.02), whether or not convertible into beds, and parts thereo!: 
ex B. Other: 
- Hydraulic positioning and locking actuators and asso-
ciated controls (Hydroloks) ...................... . 
0% (1) 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0%(1) 
0% 
0% 
0% 
All 
aeroplanes 
F27 
F27 
F27 
F 27 
F27 
F 27 
F27 
All 
aeroplanes 
F 27 
F27 
All 
aeroplanes 
All 
helicopters 
-
-
-
-
-
All 
helicopters 
-
-
(') To be ellg1blc for suspensa~ the products m qucsr•on must be mrcnded for the mainten.ancc or repair of aeroplanes or helicOPters of types ccn1facated for the first rime in a 
Member State of the Commumty before I January 1973 and wh1ch have been either constructed 10 the Commumry or 1mponed and used at that dare on regular routes by air· 
hnc comparues "f the Commumty. 
• 
·~ 
• 
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F ' N ~ ~ C I A L S H E [ T 
12.10.78 
1. Budget Line concerned: Chap. 12, Art.120 
3. 
Title of activity : 
Draft Council Regulation (EEC) temporarily suspending the autonomous 
Common Customs Tariff duties on the tariff treatment of certain 
products intended for use in t~e construction, maintenance and 
repair of aircraft 
Legal basis Art. 28 Treaty of Rome 
4. Objectives of the activity : 
5.0 
for the period 1.1. until 
Suspension of CCT duties for goods mentioned under 2. 31. 12. 1979. 
Costs of the activity 
to the account of the EC budget 
by non collection of duties 
1.1. until 31.12.)979 
Impossible to evaluate serjously because 
Community statistics do not exist. 
The information given by the requesting 
Member States shows a minimum loss of 
10 120 000 EUA. 
/ 
• 
